Facebook and Google have been predicted to control an estimated 59.3 percent of all digital ad spend in the U.S., according to recent reports. Part of the appeal of both platforms is the ability to manually create precise targeting segments and optimize based on a variety of performance metrics. But as Google and Facebook continue to expand their advertising offerings, the role of the traditional media planner is evolving to adapt for less hands-on control of their campaigns.

Both platforms have launched a series of capabilities to bring more automation into campaign management. Fundamentally, Facebook and Google’s updates are building machine learning into campaign strategy at a level not seen before from either company. These tools are primarily aimed to assist small businesses by simplifying the platforms’ algorithms. However, these updates represent a tectonic shift for the major walled gardens, and agencies are having to adapt how they plan, buy, and optimize their digital media. So while these changes make the platforms more accessible, the trade-off is less visibility in how and why the systems are spending.

**BIDDING ACROSS GOOGLE AND FACEBOOK**

Historically, advertisers were able to manually control budget using a combination of targeting, placement, audience signals and affinities, bidding strategies, and keywords. This approach allows advertisers to manually control spend toward different audience segments – for example, advertisers could assign spend to prioritize new customer acquisition while also allocating spend for brand loyalty initiatives.

However, Google and Facebook have been moving away from this traditional model with the release of new ad formats that simultaneously start to minimize day-to-day management operations from agencies and push advertising dollars toward historically underutilized ad inventory in their respective ecosystems. Product releases such as Google Local Ads and Facebook’s automatic placements automate where ads are shown across their available inventory while limiting transparency into where ads are shown. In addition to automatic placements, Google’s Smart Bidding and Facebook’s Campaign Budget Optimization go a step further and implement automated budget management strategies across all campaigns. It must be stated that by and large these tools remain opt-in as incremental capabilities rather than standard practice for both Google and Facebook; however, the consistent expansion of capabilities following this pattern and the urgency with which the platforms advocate their use suggests this trend will only continue to grow.
While Google and Facebook claim these changes were made to increase performance and provide media planners with more time for high-level strategy, there could be a fear that this lack of control will be accompanied by a misunderstanding that the role of agencies is no longer needed.

But you can rest easy. We are here to quell those fears.

**PLACEMENTS: GOOGLE LOCAL ADS**

Introduced in 2019, the Google Local Ads format is designed for one purpose: to drive brick-and-mortar store visitation. Google Local Ads use a combination of display, text, and video assets across Google search, Google Maps, Google Display Network, Google My Business, and YouTube to optimize across platforms with the goal of driving brick-and-mortar store visitation.

As you may have guessed, the catch here is a lack of transparency. Advertisers are unable to select target audiences or even keywords they want to target. Campaign reporting is no different, as advertisers lose visibility as to where their ads were shown or even which Google channel received impressions.

So how does it work? Google Local Ads use a “black box” targeting/bidding strategy that ingests several million data points to identify their target audience and optimize toward users most likely to visit an advertiser’s brick-and-mortar location. Google collects data on their more than one billion active users across three million websites and apps to identify users’ demographics, behavior, location, and intent. They then use machine learning technology to identify consumer patterns to optimize budgets toward users most likely to visit a store location.

Even with the lack of visibility, Google Local Ads have proven to be a valuable addition to several of The Richards Group’s clientele. This is where the importance of strong media planning comes into play – the ability to identify when sacrificing transparency and control is warranted to achieve campaign goals. To ensure brand safety, The Richards Group developed a proprietary exclusion list that limits where ads can be shown across YouTube and Google Display Network while not sacrificing performance.

**PLACEMENTS: FACEBOOK AUTOMATIC PLACEMENT**

When Facebook initially launched their ad platform in 2007, advertisers could only showcase ad units on the right-hand side of the news feed. Since then, similar to Google, Facebook includes a laundry list of inventory where advertisers can purchase media, including Facebook, Instagram, and Facebook’s related mobile apps, mobile websites, Instant Articles, and videos. In June 2019, the platform slowly started to introduce Instagram Explore as an additional placement for advertisers to display creative messaging. By October 2019, Facebook Search will also be available to all advertisers.
Despite the platform increasing their available inventory, the feed still continues to be Facebook’s primary source of advertiser revenue and to drive bottom-line results. At The Richards Group, we’ve tested bidding on placements in addition to the feed across dozens of in-house clients. Some campaigns have allocated 98 percent of total media spend toward feed placements and up to 95 percent of total trackable conversions.

Advertisers are strongly encouraged to bid on automatic placements to achieve more efficient campaigns by selecting all available inventory. In 2019, 68 percent of competitor agencies have started adopting automatic placements or using at least four placements. Facebook’s bidding system leverages machine learning to help automate where ads are seen to maximize results. The trade-off, however, is limited visibility in where the platform is prioritizing spend.

The bidding system is designed to get the best results at the lowest cost on the campaign level, not necessarily by individual placements – this can be misleading when we look at more granular-level reports. For example, let’s say an advertiser opted in to automatic placements through Facebook and Instagram. The platform will look across all placements and predict where the opportunities are.

In this example, even though Facebook and Audience Network placements look more efficient on average, the system predicted that the cost of Audience Network placements was going to rise and shifted budget.

![Graph showing distribution of ad placement costs](source: facebook.com)

The lack of visibility in automatic placements affects how agencies should approach creative storytelling. When bidding across channels, agencies need to be smarter about how to develop creative that resonates in a variety of placement experiences.

**AUTOMATED BIDDING: GOOGLE SMART BIDDING AND RESPONSIVE ADS**

Local Ads aren’t the only product that Google is moving into “black box” territory. From bidding strategies to search ad copy, Google continues to move more and more pieces of their advertising business into automation.

Google’s Smart Bidding algorithms differ from traditional cost-per-click bids as they are automated to optimize toward specific goals. Whether advertisers want to drive website conversions, maximize traffic to their website, target a specific return on ad spend (ROAS), or target a goal impression share, these automated bidding strategies take keyword-by-keyword optimization management out of the hands of agencies and put them under the trust of Google’s algorithms.

Conversely, Google’s responsive search ads use a variety of headline and description variants to create ad copy optimized for performance. While advertisers can see how each piece of ad copy is performing at a high level via a “best/good” rating, they do not have any control over which pieces are served nor are they able to get impression totals for each line of copy.

While these solutions may work for a large majority of advertisers, it’s important for agencies to recognize that each campaign is nuanced and these automated bidding strategies may not work across the board. For example, Smart Bidding strategies such as maximize conversions may work to generate certain website actions, but they cannot accurately put weight behind multiple conversion actions happening on a page. This may cause lower-value conversions to generate higher volume than other actions that advertisers deem to be of higher value.
The role of agencies and media planners continues to be a critical piece to an effective Google strategy. From having a deep understanding of the client’s goals to having the ability to implement a nuanced strategy that can achieve these goals, agencies bring experience and expertise to advertisers’ Google campaigns that automation simply cannot match.

**AUTOMATED BIDDING: FACEBOOK CAMPAIGN BUDGET OPTIMIZATION**

Campaign Budget Optimization was introduced in November 2017 as an alternative bidding strategy. Instead of controlling spending by individual targeting, Campaign Budget Optimization looks at the campaign holistically across all audiences and placements within the same campaign to determine where the lowest cost per action or the highest return on ad spend is projected to be. This update was especially useful for small businesses – Campaign Budget Optimization became the solution to simplify difficult budgeting questions and inform daily spending. Simplifying daily spending decisions would also free up valuable time: Advertisers could spend less time establishing daily budgets and instead focus on higher-level strategy and optimizations.

Starting in September 2019, Campaign Budget Optimization became a fixed default across all accounts. While beneficial in creating efficient campaigns, it will impact the way advertisers build and strategize for campaigns.

One of the main drawbacks in simplifying the bidding process is less flexibility and limited optimization in how the platform prioritizes spend. For example, let’s say that an advertiser’s end goal is to raise online donations for a nonprofit brand. The advertiser would likely buy and plan for media around this goal. In this example, let’s say they launched the following audience segments:

- Audience that’s interested in competitor nonprofits: $1.26 ROAS
- Audience that’s most similar to historical donors: $2.00 ROAS

*Source: Campaign Budget Optimization compared to manual bidding strategies*
UNPACKING THE BLACK BOX: GOOGLE AND FACEBOOK’S MOVE TOWARD AUTOMATION

Campaign Budget Optimization would likely allocate the majority of budget to the audience that’s most similar to users that have historically donated because they have a more profitable ROAS. But what if the first audience had more recurring donations compared to the second? Even though the first-time donation looks less profitable for this audience segment, the projected lifetime value might be worth paying the extra premium. Campaign Budget Optimization wouldn’t be able to differentiate this nuance.

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

As both platforms place an emphasis in automating their advertising platforms, the role of media planners and subject matter experts will likely shift to a strategic focus. In this new automated landscape, it is important that brands have clearly defined goals and an experienced agency that understands what mixture of each channel best achieves these goals and how to maximize return from each.

Platforms become more accessible for small businesses by automating day-to-day responsibilities.

Signals a trend to automate all digital campaigns within Google and Facebook, with more data signals to optimize what would be difficult to do manually [smarter campaigns].

Demand for experienced agencies to assist with technical setup and optimizations given lack of flexibility.

Think about creative messaging across inventory and multiple placements.
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Conor MacDowell

Talk about your finely tuned instruments.

After graduating from Kent State University in 2006 with a BA in advertising, Conor moved to New York City and spent the next eight years managing paid search and affiliate marketing initiatives for Apple iTunes, Walmart, Lending Tree, Office Depot, and Guthy-Renker.

Working with Fortune 500 clients in such a fast-paced environment clearly helped Conor hone his skills to absolute pitch perfection.

Speaking of finely tuned, while still at Kent State, Conor minored in classical guitar and was a member of the Kent State Guitar Ensemble. He has spent most weekends since then in local guitar shops, fretting over his Slash impression. [Sans the top hat. And the hair, for that matter.]

Conor joined The Richards Group in 2017, lending his expertise to brands including Firehouse Subs, Cardinal Health, Memorial Hermann Health System, and Charles Schwab. Having quickly embraced life as a Texan, he is probably searching Google for cowboy boots as you read this.
Ann Peter

Ann’s experience is wide-ranging. Seriously. As a solo traveler, she’s explored the culture and countryside of Belize, Guatemala, Mexico, Iceland, England, Malaysia, and Thailand. So she knows firsthand how to connect with new people and their stories.

Past lives as a digital marketer in Washington, DC, and a policy debate coach in Chicago gave Ann an even greater understanding of the overlapping arts of listening, speaking, and appreciating all that differentiates and unites us.

It only makes sense, then, that Ann would take her skill set into the social sphere, where an entire interconnected world is eager to hear and tell stories. Since joining The Richards Group in 2018, Ann has helped lead online conversations with The Salvation Army, Farm Bureau Financial Services, and Hobby Lobby. She specializes in scaling social connections from the personal to the brand- and bottom line-altering. And she very much looks forward to her next international adventure.
Have a question or would like to debate a particular trend? Please feel free to contact us. We love this stuff.

Go to richards.com/trends to read the rest of the Ten Digital Trends for 2020.